
 

 
 

We are excited to offer you… 

eTitle 

 

 

 

 

An efficient web based title and 

registration application built 

specifically for dealerships!  
 

 

 

 



Instant Electronic submission of all deals! 

 eTitle customer files are built from an upload taken directly from your Dealer 

Management System (DMS).  Making it a simple verification process when completing 

work.   

 Need to flip a title into your dealerships name? No problem.  You can add and send all 

your dealer title only work to AADA instantly. 

 Transmittals are a thing of the past.  Once you are done verifying your work, push send 

and AADA receives your work instantly.  Verify ---> Upload Documents---> Send to 

AADA… It’s that simple!   

 Eliminate the “wait” for waits… these deals can be done immediately and be ready before 

your runner even arrives to pick up. Making those “emergency” situations a little less 

worrisome.   

 Gives you real time updates… real time information… and real time communication with 

our processors and help desk staff.  

 Deals can be tracked from start to finish, with the ability to electronically check status of 

transactions at any time. 

Digital submission of all documents! 

 Scan, browse, and Upload all title and registration documents.    

 Save Money on paper!  Save your dealership money by submitting all work electronically 

and save yourself the stress of having to make copies of paper documents.  Upload an 

electronic copy for us and you keep the originals.   

 Forget to submit a document? No problem! Upload it into eTitle and AADA receives it 

instantly.  

 Save Money on delivery!  No more need to send couriers or mail in work for completion.  

With instant electronic submission there is no “in route” delay in getting work to us. 

 Avoid having to wait 6-8 weeks for MVD researched film in order to get a title correction.  

With electronic processing documents can be available to our helpdesk in a matter of 

days.  

 Protect you and your dealership! Documents are time and date stamped as soon as they 

are uploaded into the eTitle system, protecting dealerships from the Arizona 30 day 

bankruptcy law.  

Advanced Electronic Accounting/Billing! 

 Eliminate the wait to process your work! With ACH payment, all work is received by 

AADA within seconds and assigned to a processor for completion.  

 Accounting/ Billing information at your finger tips!  Get billing information anytime 

through easily accessible eTitle reports.   

 Stronger accountability of charges to your dealership!  Avoid the time and phone calls it 

takes to reconcile your deals with paper transmittals.  Now all work has a more reliable 

electronic trail and can be directly researched through eTitle.   

 


